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A decision support srstem~DSS)isunderdeveIopmenttoa~~ inthecontroland managemmtofepisodaof 
dissolved oxygen sag in a Deep Water Ship Channel (DWSC), located in Stockton, California. The DWSC was 
formed by excavating the bed of the. Saa Joaquin River in the 1950's to allow mvigatim by oman-gohg cargo &ips 
to the Port of Stockton The d m p d  chamel has the effect of itlcxeasing hydrsrutic midenca time by a factw of 
ten, allowing a d t i o n  of decaying algae and other oxygen demanding mbtames - which creates a barrier to 
the migration of amhomous ML This problem, which d e &  itself in late s m m r  and early auhtm, is an 
hpedirnent to a multi-don dollar habitat restomtion effort for the s h m n  fishery h the San Joaqub River bash 
(SJRB). A hydrodynamic d water quality model of the Delta and San JoaqUin River form the basis of the DSS 
whiea wil l  provide forecasts of dissolved oxygen sag in the DWSC d provide modeling support for managemeflf 
actions such as f d  amtion to improve dissolved oxygen concalmtiom ia the Ship ChmwL A graphical user 
interface, curreDfy used for displaying flow and salinity forecasts on the Saa Joaquh River, is being adapted to 
allow the display of dissolved oxygea forecasts and to encourage the formation of a stakeholder-led entity or 
instilutionta adqtiyelymanage the problem. 

BACKGROUND 

The San Joaquin River Basin (SJRB) is the single most imptaut agricultural region in &e United States with an 
mual average production valued at more than US56 
billion. The SJRB is also the most vulnerable region in 
the State, given the reliance of agriculture on M@tion 
and the fact that mq of the producbve soils on the 
west-side of  the URB are derived from marine shales, 

the en- hrum cawed by high conmmtim 
of salts such as boron, trace e l m  such as selenium, 
and low dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in certain reaches 
of lhe River, have led ta a reassessment of 

describes a current research and mdeliug effort to 
assist future TesouTce in the basillaad 
explains how the problems apmiatd with low DO 
levels in a shy canal, excavated in the lower end of the 

act as an integrator for other c ontaminant management 
issues. 

IFYgure 1. Msp of the Snn Joaquln ]River Bash 

h@I in natraal salts. h the past decade, recogdtion of 

enviXonIlmlta1 Ilumgelllent in the Basin. This paper 

san JO@n near the city of stockton# (Figure 1) can 

showing the location of the Deep Water 
Shlp Channel (DWSC) near Stockton, 
California. 
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DXSSOLVED OXYGEN PROBLEMS M THE SAN JOAQUIN lUVER 

Oxygen demanding substatices contributed by upstream agricultural, wetland and municipal sources combine with 
decaying algal biomass, produced within the San Joaquin River (Figure 2) to create a DO sag within the Swlrton 
Deep Water Ship Channel (DWSC). The problem is compounded by a transition in hydraulic residence tirrae as the 
river passes from i ts shallow w ell-oxygenated c hannel( approximately 3 0 metres wide and 3 metres deep) to the 
deep, wide ship channel (approXimateIy 150 metres wide and 10 me- deep) - a transition which promotes settling 
of suspended material such as sediment and algae and encourages periodic water columu stratification. Occasional 
mixing of the surface and near bottom water is provided by the passage of large ships, which berth in the ship 
c b l ,  and which traverse the ship channel to the Port of Stockton Turning Basin. Residence time in the DWSC 
has been estimated to range between 5 and 25 days (Chen, 2002). Biodegradjng algae and organic sediments in the 
DWSC remove oxygen h m  the water column and create conditions adverse to the maintenance of DO 
concentrations above 5 mgll. The DO objective of 5 mg4 is a minimum level, suggested by the hvirommtal 
Protection Agency (EPA), to avoid adverse impacts to juvenile sahonids. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DISSOLVED OXYGEN SAG 

Dissolved oxygen in the DWSC is also controlled by factors such as stream flow within the SJR, the hydraulics of 
tidal, water temperature, and c oncentrations o f v arious constituents k nom to  contribute to  oxygen s ag including 
ammonia, discharged fiom the Stockton sewage treatment plant upstream of the DWSC, primarily during the Winter 
months when other treatment options are less available (Chen and Tsai, 2001 - Figure 3). Phytoplanktw, when 
living, produce oxygen during photosynthesis and consu~e oxygen during respiration. Photosynthesis only mmus 
when light can penetrate the water calm - hence oxygenation of the San Joaquin Rivw and the. DWSC is 
dependent on turbidity as well as temperature. Mass loading of phytoplankton can be high from upper watershed 
sources where water is often stagnant for short periods of time and nutrient levels of nitrogen and phosphorus are in 
excess, leading to a build-up of aquatic plants including algae. Other potential DO sinks include local urban runoff 
and upstream a griculml s o w e s  i ncluding dairy farms, private and public wetlands. These factors appear to be 
important early in the summer whereas DO sag caused by nitrogen loading, inchding both ammonia and non- 
ammonia TKN is prevalent in the late sunmser and fall, based on Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) and 
Carbonaceous BOD ( B O D )  experiments (lehman, 2001). 

SourceslSinks of Oxygen Demand 
in SJR-DWSC Watershed 

b n  Jwquh hi 

Figure 2. Sources and sinks of oxygen demand in the Ssn 
Joaquia River Bash (Lee, 2002). 

Oxygen production by algal photosynthesis and 
its consumption by bacterial respiration are 
usually in balance. OccasimlIy algal production 
and conswnptim o c a  at Merent Iocations in a 
watershed giving rise to low oxygen conditions 
that can block fish migration and may even result 
in occasional fish kills (Home., 2001). In surface 
waters algae produce much more oxygen by 
photosynthesis than they consume via 

concentrations often exceed 150% of saturation. 
Even at night, when photosynthesis ceases but 
respiration continues, there is usually ample 
oxygen for fish and other wildlife. However, 
because oxygen forms bubbles at over 120% 
saturation, much valuable oxygen is lost to the 
ainmsphere leaving a net deficit in the water. The 
controlling factors for the DO can change with 
time by hour, day, and season. The dynamic 
nature of the estuary system make it impossible 
to isolate a single factor can be used to explain 
the observed DO change, because all factors 
work in concert to &ect the DO in the Lower 
San Joaquin River. Sediment oxygen denrand is 
associated with organic matter that has 

respiration In eutrophic surfftce waters Do 
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MANAGEMENT OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN SAG 

' I i '  

Flgure 3. Conceptual d e l  offactors affecting dholved 
oxygen sag in the DWSC (Lee, 20023. 

contributing to low Do in the-SDWSC; and 
(3) deVe1- of & decision support and 
rrranagement tool that allows fwecasting of 
fubm DO codtiom in the SDWSC - a tool 
that guidm action to d y  pmid oxygen 
deficit coditions before they m. 
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1998; Quinn, 1999) bas established the monitoring, commrmications, and modeling s y s t e m  needed to provide water 
managers with,much of the information necessary to manage their discharges on a real-time basis. Real-time flow 
and water q&ty data collection and processing were conducted every week since the program inception in April 
1999. The W O D A Y  model, a daily m s  balance of flow and salt load inputs and outputs to and from the River, 
was run weekly to p v i d e  e s h t e s  of flow, water quality, and assimilative capacity both for current conditions d 
for a tweweek forecast. 

The water quality d I i n g  and forecasting process begins with collection of and cornpilation of flow and water 
q d i t y  data f b m  key sibs in the SJRB. Spreadsheets are used to convert these data into FORTRAN compliant text 
fdes that are USBd as input to ihe SJRIODAY model. Once the data has been preprocessed, the SIRIODAY model is 
m for the appropriate time period - in this case for the previous seven days and for a f4-day forecast period (Figure 
4). 

+ F'- period 

Figure 4. Structure of a typical 21-day model run using 
W O D A Y .  

Model output for the historical sevenday 
period is compared to real-time data and 
he. model is iteratively edibmted and re 
run until d e l e d  results are within ten 
percent of the acml data. Calibration is 
achieved through adding or removing 
flow and salt load at user specified river 
reaches. The s a m  flow and salinity 
adjustments made to calibrate the model 
during the 7-day calibration period are 
applied to the 14&y forecast period. The 
modeler must therefore use best 
professional judgment to decide where to 
make adjustments in the SJR system and 
to determine if a particular calibration 
scenario can be reasonably explained 
given the physical conskaints of the SIR 
system. 

Once the m h l  has been calibrated 
satisfactorily, ihe SIRIODAY model 
output files are converted to webready 

HTML documents and uploaded to a public web m e r .  E-maiIs are sent to notify interestd parties and signatories 
to am intemgmcy M e m d u m  of Understanding when the website has been updated with a new forecast. The real- 
time forecasts consist of series of tables and graphs that provide data on flow, EC, and assimilative capacity h the 
SJR at Crow's Landin& the Maze Road Bridge, and Vernalis. Each week the forecast also includes discussion of 
the model results, the major naodel assumptions, and the d e l  inputs. 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN MODELING 

Mdels for DO concentrations in rivers and estuaries have existed for over a centmy. The mathematical and 
biachemical basis for DO analysis was formulated by O'Cormor (1960) and Tho- (1963) who recognized that 
the process of stabilization of oxidizable material led to a reduction of DO in streams. Perhaps the most cormnonly 
used madel for DO sag is the Streeter-Phelps equation which represents the DO response to a single poht discharge 
of a pollutant (Thomann and Mueller, 1987). 

This basic &ling approach has been advocated as the backbone of a DO monitoring and decision support system 
for the San Joaquh River and the estuary system Loading estimatts of dl constituents and contaminants in the 
system rely on good flow estimates. Hence a calibrated flow d e l  is a prerequisite to a calibrated water quality in 
the Basin. The current &ling effort will involve tying together two existing d e l s  one in the Estuary and the 
other in the SJR, each developed for Werent reasons using different corrtputer c k .  Work has already started to 
develop a single model that  incorporate,^ both the SIR and DWSC within a common model frrunework 
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Stockton DWSC model 
Chen and, T~ ( 2 0 )  developed a DO model for the City of Stockton in 1993 which utilizes a link-node formulation 
of the San J6quh f iver and South Delta. The model accounts for the solubility of DO as a function of temperature 
and considers sinks due to BOD decay, ammonia oxidation and algae respjratim The DWSC model was calibrated 
with 1991 data including real-time meteorological data, tide and waste load discharge data l h m  the City of 
Stockton. 

Results from the DWSC d l  simulations showed reasonable nut& to water quality observed duriag the months 
of August and September. The model generally simulated the h e  series of the middepth DO for all locations and 
the concenhtiw profile of DO for specific dates. Compared to the observed data of year 2000, the man relative 
error of DO prediction for mid- depth values, -wed by the City of Stockton stations, WBS approxhnately 0.25 
~andthemeanabsoluteerrorwas0.59m~.ForthedownstreamsectionoftheDWSC, where stratification 
develops during hot summer days when river stage and flow is low, Systech Engineering Inc. developed algorithms 
that incorporate a s e r k  of vertiial layers into the existing d e l  (Chen, 2002). This layered mdel accounts for the 
vertical variation of temperatwe, light, pdculate s e t t h g  and algae growth, which can cause a vertical variation of 
DO in the DWSC. 

San Joaquin River Do model 
The Delta Simulation Model (DSM-2) is the standard tool used by the &prbmt of Water Resources (DWR) for 
Estuary hydrodynamic studies. The water quality processes, sources, and sinks are similar to those used in the 
DWSC d e l .  Whereas the DWSC model is based on the Euler grid that h c k s  the m s  moving in and out of 
stationaty nodes the DSM-2 water quality mwlule uses a Lagmgh technique to track the mass in mvq parcels 
of water. 

The DSM-2 model has been extended by the DWR along the SJR including the lower river and its major tributaries 
to create the Lower $an Joaquin River DO model (Rajbhandari, 2001) . The Lower $an Joaquin River DO model 
accounts for tide, channel depth, river flow, headwater quality, sediment oxygen demand, point source and non- 
point sowe loads and can calculate various mass fluxes to support integrated data aualysis and hypothesis testing. 
The cah%rated model can be used to predict the response of DO in the river under various management scenarios of 

flow 
hydradynamics and QUAL simulates botb conservative and non-consemative constituents in the water body. To 
extend the SIR portion of the HYDRO submodel extensive we was made of the calibrated SJRIODAY model, 
described previously, to develop the DSM-2 flow calibration. The electrical conductivity calibration in SJRlODAY 
was also useful since it provided data on the passage of I conservative constituent such as salt through the rivm 
system and into the DWSC. As With salhity, the calculation of DO and other factars that affect DO is based on the 
principle of n u s  balance. 

waste load reductions and river flow manipulations. The model comprises two submodels, HYDRO dekrmws ' 

Different constituents will have different sinks and source terms. For conservative substances, the sink term is 
limited to water diversions and the source term is limited to waste discharges. For non-consewative substances, 
there is an additional siuk term for decay. For DO, sinks and SOUTCW become mre complicated. Sinks include BOD 
decay, armmnia nitrifmtion, sedimmt oxygen demand, algal respiration, and decay of volatile suspendEd solid. 
Organic n ilrogen i s included in three p ools ( algae, pheophytin, and volatile suspended solid). When the parent 
pools decay, they release ammonia, which is a sink of DO. While algal respiration is a DO sink, algal 
photosynthesis is DO source that contriiutes DO to the water. The model backs five settIeabfe p u p s  of particles: 
chlorophyll-a, pheophytiu, delritus, inorganic solids, and sand. ChlorophyIl-a is live algae; pheophytin is dead 
algae; detritus i s land derived organic matter; and inorganic solid is fiae silt or clay. Each group settles to the 
batfom according to  their settling velocities. The model assumes that settled algae becorxle pheophytin. For that 
wason, the mode1 accumulates only four groups of sediment: pheophytin, detritus, inorganic solid, d sand. 

The model is driven by the boundary conditions and a set of mdel  coefficients. For cach simulation, specific data 
of river flow, meteorology, tide, Stockton wastewater treatment plant discharge a d  upstrtam water quality 
concatrations are supplied. The model shdates the dynamic variations of flow and wtcr quality dong variouS 
reaches of the San Joaquin River. The mdel predictions are compared to the observed values in series and 
concentration profiles. 
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PrelMnary results of simulations 
In the c-alihtion p r f d  the DO deficit was most sensitive to river bad, river flow, and SWkton load, in that 
order. A fD/o''inCrease in river laad was shown to kreases the DO deficit by 50%. A 10016 iacreaSe in river load 
increased the DO deficit by 185%. A 5% decrease m river I d  decreases the DO deficit by 34%. A 1003 de- 
in river load decream the DO deficit by 76% (Rajbhadari, 2001). River flow, river load, d Stockton wastewater 
b e a m  plant bad are key control meuures to d v e  DO &fecit in the DWSC. At a low flow of 7 cubic 
nx&cdsemnd, the DWR d 3 e m  f d  that no reasonable reduction of treatmn~pht load d o r  upstream loads 
could help raise the DO above 5 mgl (Rajbbandari, 2001). At a high flow of 50 cubic metredsecond, d k  
reductions of keatnmt plant Id and the river losd could meet the DO objective. Analysis shomd h t  the DO 
deficit would d m p p r  if the DWSC were elhinatsd and lhe San Joaquin River were retumed to its historic water 
depih of 2.5 mlm. Model simulation a h  showed that deepmiag tbt c h 1  p in responsibk for a 
deterioration of DO due to increase ofresidence t k  

Ffgure 5. Calibration results from the Chen and Tsai dissolved oqgen model for the DWSC 
(Chen and Tsd, 2000). 

DATA EANDLING AM) STORAGE 

The pulposc of ml-time forecasting of Do and salinity in the SJR is to improve C o O d i n a t i M  of activities armng 
hose entities &at directly benefit h m  and depend on the re~ources of the SJR system leading to an overall 
improvement in river water quality. Porecasting relies on nmnitoring and modeling - improving automalion and cost 

mdelmg activities to provide positive fedback to help evaluate &eclivemSs of data collection and coordmsltmg 
moniioring system design. A Technical Advisory Committee was est&lished for the project to promote h e  
excbgeofincormaticmbetweenparticipatingagenciesandindepdm reseiuch. A project relational database, 
prccessible through a data browser, has been established d databe templates desi@ for the agmcy aud 
independent re& team to allow seadess integration with the master project datahe.  The project d a m  
contaias both discrek and time series dab & a d  is supported by customized analytical tools to allow location 
mapping within a ge0-c information system (Arc-M) a d  parsing into formats quire$ for,%,DSM-2 @ 
J q u b  River hydrodynamic d waier quality model. 

. .  

use of t i le internet will be w c p a n d e d t o ~ p r w i d i n g ~ y  forecasts of SJR water qudityto S t a k e h O l d e r ~  a d t o  
encourage invoIvemmt by dl affected and contributing comrrmnitics in warn quality fTloniforing. It has been 
observed in related projects that water disbicb will cost& monitoring projects if provided ready access to their 
own data. In the increasingly wntenlim watm clmpub~s that have become commnplace m Cd&nia, a state with 
10% of the US population, scienti&dly defensible ~isconsideredanassettocomb~tagwcyregulationand 
hostile litigation One of the project ~Eakeholders 4 *c Gm~l_and> Waer Dis$g- whose adaptive 
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management project has a website that attempts to provide private l a n d o m  and duck club operators with current 
idormation y-kt mamgemmt practices (obtained from one of the project sites) that a n  reduce to the 
River at critical periods for downstream wmr quality. 

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION 

An impoaant element of real time water quality nmnagmmt is to comndcate rapidly with stakeholders about the 
model forecast of impendrng DO yiohtim a d  to allow simulation of the effects of potential remdial m.asm 

5 
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Figure 5. U m  Interface from the W O D A Y  salinity forecasting project 
adapted to be nsed far SJR DO forec&sihg. 

PROJWT OUTCOME 

that may be undemka to 
avoid thw events. Exiuqla 
of these nmsures include the 
operation of  hydraulic barriers 
upstream of the DWSC, 
drainage reuse and recycling in 
agriculrnl water districts and 
adjusting the h i n g  of wetland 
wakr return flow to the S J R .  
Web si?mhavebeencreated 
for the stakeholder process, 

individds can losin, see a 
through which these 

calm& of events, request 
model runs, and view model 
mulls In graphs, 
wrpenmposed on GIs maps. 
F i p  5 is a meen capture 
from an actual f m  in July 
of 2000 for the SJRIODAY 
d e l  which dmonstmtm the 
con6gwation of the system 
currerrfly used for salinity 
forecasting which will be 
e n b s n c e d t O i n c M e d W  
Wakr  nuallty paswtem of 
concern for DO modeling. 

The project will expand use of the htemet by providing timely forecasts of San Joaquin River DO water quality d 
will sfrive to involve dl affected and contributing communities in water quality monitoring. Automtim where 
possible and the use of shared databases for mhauchg Uwrmnrnication between current m~niforing and 
environmental restoration projects wiU mult in h p o v e d  tech€ogy transfer and will improve the l ikelhd that 
t h e  initiatives will be contiwed after the current project term has expired The god of all waterhd projects 
should be. SeE-dciency - &by g0v-t f d m g  provides resources to overcofne iu i td  inertia and obtain 
evidence of real community benefit after which the local communiv h d s  ways to support at a minirmrm those 
aspects of the project that are likely to provide a positive benefit siream 
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